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ABSTRACT Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming highly supportive in innovative technological solutions
for assisting impaired people. Some of these IoT solutions are still in a prototyping phase ignoring
possible attacks and the corresponding security defenses. This article proposes a learning-based approach for
defending against perception-layer attacks performed on specific sensor types in smart furniture for impaired
people. This approach is based on the analysis of time series by means of dynamic time warping algorithm
for calculating similarity and a novel detector for identifying anomalies. This approach has been illustrated
by defending against simulated perception-layer magnetic attacks on a smart cupboard with door magnetic
sensors. The results show the performance of the proposed approach for properly identifying these attacks.
In particular, these results advocate an accuracy about 95.5% per day.

INDEX TERMS Perception-layer attack, smart furniture, smart cupboard, magnetic sensors, time series,
dynamic time warping, IoT security.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the aspect of Internet of Things (IoT), there are many
security attacks [1], making this technology vulnerable in
some scenarios. For understanding the impact of IoT security
leaks, some of the common motivation use cases are (a) the
hacked baby monitors in Ohio and Texas, (b) the attacks over
the devices produced by Acoustic Technology Inc, and (c) the
Turning Up the Freeze attack with a Distributed-denial of
Service (DDoS) over environmental control systems [2]. IoT
security attacks can be classified into (1) perception layer
attacks, e.g. botnets, sleep deprivation attack, node tampering
& jamming and eavesdropping, (2) network layer attacks,
e.g. with Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attacks, DDoS, routing
attacks, middleware attacks, authentication attacks and sig-
nature wrapping attacks, and (3) application layer attacks,
e.g. with malware or code injection attack.
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Novel smart objects are appearing in IoT, and these can
easily become the target of hackers due to their lack of enough
proper security mechanisms on their first launch. In this
context, novel pieces of smart furniture are launching as
means for (a) improving quality of life of impaired people,
such as the visually impaired [3], (b) tracking symptoms of
some diseases and their early detection, such as the smart
cupboards (SCs) for tracking losses of memory for early
detection and tracking of of Parkinson’s disease [4], and
(c) monitoring patients, e.g. during their sleep with smart
beds [5]. In all these contexts, users rely on IoT devices for
properly handling and managing highly sensitive and private
information concerning their personal lives.

In general, novel pieces of smart furniture can bring
security risks in smart cities. Notice that collaboration of
different pieces of smart furniture [6] makes that a vulner-
ability in a piece of smart furniture could make an entire IoT
ecosystem unreliable in a smart home, smart hospital or smart
city depending on the context.
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Perception-layer attacks can make IoT smart furniture
useless as the information sensed by these could have been
altered becoming unreliable. For example, SCs may not pro-
vide useful information about users with Parkinson disease.
Smart beds may not properly report bad sleeping postures in
critical patients in hospitals. Visually impaired people may
have serious consequences if relying on IoT devices suffering
perception-layer attacks, as these may provide misleading
information.

Since perception-attacks alter input data from sensors,
this approach proposes to analyze these input data to detect
anomalies, considering these data as time series. The benefit
of applying time-series analysis is its capacity in detecting
patterns considering the values as a part of a continuous series
ordered in time, being able to usually detect more anomalies
in certain IoT pieces of smart furniture.

The current article proposes several defenses for smart
furniture (illustrating each of these with SCs or smart beds)
for certain attacks, to advance the security measures for facil-
itating future commercializing of pieces of smart furniture.
The novelty of the proposed approach mainly focuses on
perception-layer attacks and defenses, although this approach
also mentions and discusses other kinds of attacks and
defenses.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Next
section introduces related works highlighting the literature
gap covered by the present work, and introduces common
attacks on smart furniture. Section III indicates the defenses
of smart furniture against common attacks, and proposes
a detailed technique for defending against perception-layer
attacks based on a novel detector that analyzes time series.
Section IV illustrates the proposed approach with simulated
realistic perception-layer attacks on the magnetic sensors of
our SC, and presents the experimentation results. Section V
discusses the most relevant aspects concerning these results.
Section VI mentions the conclusions and depicts our most
relevant future lines of work on this topic.

II. RELATED WORK
A. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS IN IoT
Several works have analyzed time series in IoT context.
For instance, [7] studied the effects of lossy compression in
IoT time series when applying deep-learning classification.
They focused on proposing an efficient compression tech-
niquewith an error-bound compressor for reaching a trade-off
between compression and quality in univariate and multi-
variate time series. They concluded that applying discrete
wavelet transform followed by the Squeeze method helped to
remove noise from input data and compress a more smooth
approximation.

In addition, [8] focused on the representation of time
series in IoT to later effectively and efficiently applying data
mining techniques such as classification, similarity search,
clustering and predict. More concretely, they proposed a
novel multi-resolution hybrid representation approach for
this purpose. They demonstrated the advantages of their

approach with experiments on different kinds of time series
datasets.

Nevertheless, none of these works focused on the
application of time-series for IoT security against
perception-layer attacks as the current work proposes.

B. MACHINE LEARNING IN IoT SECURITY
There are also some works that focus on learning-based
IoT security. For example, [9] proposed to apply statistical
learning methods to detect anomalies in the behaviors of
IoT devices. They based their statistical analysis in CPU
usage cycles and disk usage through IoT application program
interfaces. They trained different machine learning (ML)
methods to later distinguish cyber attacks and malfunc-
tions. Their experiments showed that their proposed anomaly
detection-based framework was effective to detect attacks on
IoT devices.

In this line of work, [10] presented a survey about network
intrusion detection systems with learning techniques showing
their particularities in the IoT context. Their survey com-
pared existing works in this context specifically considering
architectures, detection methodologies, validation strategies,
robustness to certain threats, and algorithms designs. In this
survey, all the analyzed works used detection methodologies
based either on signature, specification, anomalies or hybrid
methods with some of these. The most common method was
anomaly detection.

These works focused on the analysis of either IoT
processing units or network traffic. However, these twoworks
neither analyzed nor suggested security systems that focused
on perception-layer attacks by analyzing the input from
sensors.

C. PERCEPTION-LAYER ATTACKS
The security literature includes some works focused on
perception-layer attacks. More specifically, [11] analyzed
security mechanisms for protecting against perception-layer
threats in IoT. They firstly described the key IoT compo-
nents such as architectures, standards, protocols in relation
to common security requirements at perception layer. They
later focused on radio-frequency identification (RFID) and
sensor networks as key enabling technologies in perception
layers. They classified common attacks in these technologies
and discussed some possible solutions.

In this line of research, [12] focused on security
improvements on chip devices for being robust against
perception-layer attacks. They proposed hardware solutions
for increasing security in next generations ofmicrocontrollers
combined with other IoT perception-layer security measures.
They also discussed trusted execution environments in micro-
controllers and its holistic applications for addressing IoT
security challenges involving perception-layer attacks among
others.

Nonetheless, these works did not specifically addressed
ML for analyzing time-series data from specific sensor types,
as the current work does for analyzing time-series input from
door magnetic sensors.
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D. SMART FURNITURE
In the literature, several works propose relevant
contributions about smart pieces of furniture. In particular,
the self-configurable modular robots named ‘‘Roombots’’
can provide adaptive and assistive smart pieces of furniture
[13]. The extended version of Roombots focused on the
difficulties in real hardware, in aspects such as autonomously
moving furniture, object manipulation, gripping features and
easy-to-use interfaces.

Moreover, [14] reviewed smart solutions for assisting
impaired and elder people. They highlighted the rais-
ing opportunities in IoT-based solutions for healthcare of
these people. They specifically analyzed and discussed new
smart-furniture solutions. They concluded that smart pieces
of furniture should be flexible, low-cost and easy to install
without expert knowledge, to be ready for commercialization.
In this review, one can observe that although security is
considered relevant, some security measures have not been
properly addressed.

In general, these two aforementioned works reveal that
most smart-furniture works are generally in prototyping or
research phases, and they do not provide proper security
measures against perception-layer attacks yet.

E. POTENTIAL ATTACKS ON IoT SMART FURNITURE
To identify possible attacks on smart furniture, we considered
the implementation of our previous smart pieces of furniture
as examples, including SCs for measuring memory and our
smart beds, among others. In particular, both smart pieces
of furniture were based on the analysis of input data from
sensors. All the predictions and decision-making processes
were based on the reliability of these input data. Hence,
perception-layer attacks can be performed to alter these input
data and consequently drawing all the reliability from the
corresponding smart pieces of furniture.

Besides sensors, other common components on our smart
pieces of furniture are (a) databases where the information
is stored, (b) backend servers that manage databases and
provide information to the frontend, and (c) mobile apps that
allow users to interact with the system. Therefore, all the
communications can be attacked for intercepting information.
Authentication attacks can be performed in any of these
components including the database, the backend and the apps.
Attacks can pursue stealing real-time information as this is
very valuable to perpetrate different kinds of illicit activities
such as burglary, violent attacks and invasive advertisement.

Section II-E1 mentions possible perception-layer attacks
on smart furniture, and section II-E2 indicates other common
attacks on smart furniture.

1) PERCEPTION-LAYER ATTACKS ON SMART FURNITURE
In perception-layer attacks on smart furniture, attackers could
provide fake perception information by the two following
possibilities:
• Hijacking physical sensors, by for example applying
magnetic fields over magnetic door sensors, or keeping
pressed load sensors by any physical object. We have

detected some common metrics for measuring magnetic
attacks over physical sensors in works such as [15].
In that work, magnetic attacks where applied over cars
in anti-lock braking systems. The first metric was the
duration of attacks, as their attacks were limited by the
battery lifetimes of attacker devices. The other metric
type was very specific of the field showing the impact
of attacks. In particular, they measured wheel speed, and
compared this between normal cases and attacked cases.
In a similar way, we also measure differences between
normal cases and attacked cases, with our specific met-
ric, which is the number of door events per hour in each
day.

• Directly interacting with the database, introducing fake
information about fake events, so the measures are based
on this fake information. Works like [16] reveal some
of the common metrics for detecting database intru-
sion. In particular, they used some metrics over database
queries such as query length, its numeric values and
length of string values. They also used other features
extracted from ‘‘order by’’ clauses, ‘‘group by’’ clauses
and join information. After applying their neural-based
learning classifier, they used the metrics of 10-fold accu-
racy and p-value to evaluate their approach in a given
dataset.

In the context of smart furniture, for example
perception-layer attacks may arise fake alarms of memory
losses or bad sleeping poses to discredit the corresponding
pieces of IoT smart furniture. The novel contribution of the
proposed approach focuses on defending against this kind of
attacks.

2) OTHER POTENTIAL ATTACKS ON SMART FURNITURE
A group of potential attacks are aimed at stealing real-time
information. In data collection of privacy-related behaviors,
security is considered crucial for preserving the privacy of
users in systems with mobile apps [17]. Attackers could aim
at stealing real-time information from either SCs or smart
beds. This could be useful to know the current status of poten-
tial victims, to determine when they are at the deepest state
of sleeping or when they are cooking to perpetrate different
kinds of burglary (e.g. breaking into the house) violent acts
(e.g. shooting on the kitchen window), or illicit commer-
cial activities (e.g. delivering advertisement of different food
kinds based on private personal information). These attacks
can depart from stealing authentication credentials, either by
fishing the username and password by sending fake emails to
the user, or by intercepting communications.

Another group of attacks is related to the prediction of
life-style patterns from IoT devices [18]. This kind of attacks
can depart from stealing credentials from the database. Based
on the information retrieved of the database, the attacker
could predict life-style patterns to know them in advance for
taking advantage of victims. These predictions could also be
useful for illicitly extracting private health-related informa-
tion to be sold to health insurance companies.
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MiM attacks can also attempt to compromise security of
pieces of smart furniture. MiM attacks rely on intercepting
messages and transmitting information, sniffing private infor-
mation in the process [19]. The attacker can provide a mali-
cious app similar to the real one, as indicated in the literature
for many other domains [20]. When users have this malicious
app installed on their devices, they can properly use all the
app functionalities, but this appwould steal the authentication
information to give attackers access to all kinds of private
information.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, none of the existing
works has proposed a time-series analysis approach
against perception-layer attacks focusing on specific sensor
types inputs such as the door magnetic sensors of SCs.
The proposed approach covers this gap of the literature.

III. PROPOSED DEFENSES ON IoT SMART FURNITURE
The proposed approach includes the novel perception-layer
defenses with analysis of time-series from smart furniture
in section III-A and other security recommendations about
authentication, database protection and encryption on smart
furniture systems in section III-B.

A. SMART FURNITURE PERCEPTION-LAYER DEFENSES
WITH A TIME-SERIES LEARNING-BASED APPROACH
This article proposes a novel approach for defending against
perception-layer attacks on pieces of smart furniture. It a
learning-based approach that relies on the calculation of
similarity between time series.

In our smart pieces of furniture, including both the SC
and the smart bed, the perception-layer information is taken
from sensors. The key to make the proposed approach use-
ful is to properly define a representative time series from
the input. For example, both the SC and the smart bed use
binary information from sensors. The SC detects whether
each door is open and the transition events (i.e. when the door
is either being opened or being closed). The smart bed has a
grid of load sensors, and the relevant information is which
sensors are being pressured rather than the weights, which
can vary among different users. The binary information has
very low precision and the signals aremultivariate (i.e. several
door sensors in the SC and several load sensors in the bed).
Instead of using this raw information, the proposed approach
recommends to gather and process these data for obtaining
meaningful time series.

For instance, in the case of the SC, we decided to determine
a data series with the number of door events per hour, reveal-
ing the meal-preparation activity in each hour of the day. This
was defined with the following formula:

s(i) = (#e : e ∈ E : h(e) = i) (1)

where s(i) is the value of the series in i-th position starting
counting on zero in the 0 to 23 interval of hours for each day, #
is the notation of the counting operator, e is the bound variable
used in this operator representing each event,E is the set of all
door events occurring on a specific day, and h function with

FIGURE 1. Block diagram for securing a SC against magnetic
perception-layer attacks.

type ’event→integer’ returns the hour of the day (i.e. in the
interval from 0 to 23) for a given door event.

Figure 1 presents the block diagram for protecting a smart
piece of furniture against perception-layer attacks, exempli-
fied with the SC for facilitating its understanding. It applies a
ML approach based on two phases of training and validation.
It applies a novelty detector approach in which the new cases
are compared with the corpus of normal cases to detect possi-
ble anomalies. The advantage of novelty detectors over other
ML techniques is that they perform well without needing
attack cases. Notice that our IoT SC has not commercialized
yet, and consequently we have not received any real attack
yet. Thus, novelty detectors fit reasonably well for emerging
smart pieces of furniture.

In order to protect the SC from perception-layer attacks,
we started extracting the relevant information from the raw
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data of the perception-layer. In this particular case of the
SC, the perception information is basically the door events
concerning to whether a door has changed its state from close
to open or vice versa.

The key is to extract the information so that it can classify
other possible normal series as such. In the case of SCs,
the activity measured as door events revealed the preparation
of meals in certain times ranges of the day detecting usage
patterns that could be associated with normal usages. For
example, different users can prepare their meals at different
times of the day, and may need different number of events.
However, most users will need to prepare their big meals
with sometimes in-between meals. We found it particularly
useful to consider relative time order into account, extracting
information in terms of time series, and gathering the events
by time slots.

To fairly compare two time series, we chose a similarity
comparison based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [21],
since this comparison is more focused on comparing the
shapes of the time series rather than exact time-paired values.
In this way, two time series are considered similar even if two
people prepare their meals at different times.

DTW is aimed at obtaining the minimum matching of
points between two time series, respecting the order of both
series, but being flexible in the positions of points. DTW
uses dynamic programming by calculating a matrix of costs
for reaching each possible pair of points, reusing these costs
for later calculations, achieving a reasonable computational
cost. In each step, the cost of each matrix cell c(i, j) repre-
sents the partial matching of points for reaching this pair of
points between the i-th point of first series and j-th point of
the second series with the minimum cost. This algorithm goes
through all the matrix performing the following operation:

c(i, j)=min(c(i−1, j), c(i−1, j−1), c(i, j−1))+d(i, j) (2)

where any c(i, j) represents the cost of the matrix in position
(i,j) if this is a valid position (i.e. if i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0) and is
evaluated as zero value if the position is not valid; and d(i, j)
is the distance between i-th point of the first s series and j-th
point of the second t series, calculated as follows:

d(i, j) = |s(i)− t(j)| (3)

In this way, DTW explores all the possible matching
associations between both series respecting the order of both
series. In the case of SCs, this would be all possible associ-
ations of meal preparations between each normal usage and
the current usage under evaluation.

The novelty detector relies on determining the most similar
meal-preparations association to check how normal the usage
is. In case of high novelty, i.e. fairly different from all the nor-
mal usages, the system identifies a potential perception-layer
attack.

In the training phase, this approach recommends to
calibrate the distance thresholds for distinguishing between
normal cases, attack cases and unknown cases, by using a set
of normal cases and realistic attacks.

TABLE 1. Security measures of the proposed approach.

In the validation phase, the proposed approach recommends
to assess the performance of the defense mechanism by
testing it with a different set of normal usages and realistic
attacks.

B. OTHER DEFENSES AGAINST ATTACKS
ON SMART FURNITURE
The proposed approach combines the novel detection of
perception-layer attacks with other security measures to pro-
tect smart furniture. Table 1 summarizes the defenses against
attacks on smart furniture. Previous subsection described the
proposed defense to sensor hijacking based on the analysis of
sensor inputs as time series with a novelty detector properly
trained. Other security measures are further described in this
subsection.

In order to make connections secure in smart furniture,
this technique proposes all the additional following security
measures, exemplified with SCs:
• Authenticate all the accesses to the PHP scripts
of the server, like the following scripts concerning
functionalities in our SCs:

– Recording information from sensors, to avoid
perception layer attacks based on storing fake
information concerning sensors.

– Retrieving health information, to avoid that this
private information is stolen.

• Apply the common techniques for preventing
SQL-injection attacks in all the parameters that end up in
any SQL query, for example when registering new users.

Regarding the theft of real-time information, we propose
to include a safe delay (e.g two hours), for providing any
kind of information that does not need real-time actions.
Thus, neither users nor potential attackers can know real-time
information that can make a victim vulnerable. For example,
in the case of SCs, users do not need to know their memory
capacity evolution in real-time, as this is normally a slow
process. Regarding smart beds, bad sleeping postures need to
be informed in real time, but the information about whether a
user is actually sleeping or not is not so critical to be known
in real time, so the latter information can be safely delayed.

To prevent authentication information from being stolen,
users can be regularly reminded that the system will never
ask their credentials by email to avoid fishing attacks. All the
authentication information is recommended to be encrypted
for transmission, so it is difficult to be intercepted and
decrypted.
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TABLE 2. Parameters used in the experiments and simulations.

For avoiding direct attacks against the database, this is
recommended to be configured only with access from the
local host, i.e. the server in which the database is installed.
Then, all the communications to the database are advised
to be performed through PHP scripts with proper anti
SQL-injection mechanisms.

To protect smart furniture against MiM attacks,
we recommend to apply the public-key 256-bit
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) encryption for setting secure
channels by interchanging a randomly-generated shared key
for each channel of communication. Notice that 256-bit RSA
is widely accepted as secure mechanism for establishing
communications in the literature [22]. Then, the app and the
backend system can efficiently and securely communicate
with symmetric encryption. In addition, apps are recom-
mended to be signed with the certificate of the smart furniture
manufacturer, and users are advised to avoid using any
app not signed by the manufacturer, to avoid MiM attacks
by means of malicious apps.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION
The experimentation focuses on illustrating and evaluating
the application of the proposed approach on SCs taking
perception-layer attacks into account. We used ‘‘DTW’’
Python module as a tool for supporting simulations. Table 2
presents the list of all the parameters used for the experiments
and simulations.

To illustrate the calculation of distances between
perception-layer time series in SCs, Figure 2 shows the DTW
analysis of the series of two normal usages of the SC for one
day. In this figure, each point of the first series is matched
with one or several points of the second series, represented
with dotted lines, and vice versa. The matching of the two
series is obtained by calculating the one that minimizes the
sum of distances among the matching of points that preserve
the order in both series, with the DTW algorithm. One can
observe that the shape of the two time series are quite similar
although the alignment in time slightly differs and the peak
values are different.

The DTW distance between these two series was 23 door
openings in a day, which were 0.96 door events per hour

FIGURE 2. DTW comparison of time series of two normal usages of smart
cupboards.

FIGURE 3. Costs extracted by DTW from two normal usages of smart
cupboards.

in average. This information was also provided by the DTW
algorithm.

More concretely, Figure 3 presents the matrix of costs
highlighting the minimum values with a blue line, extracted
with the algorithm for calculating DTW distance. The line
shows the path of theminimum costs revealing the underlying
matching. The i-th indexes of both series almost increase
simultaneously, as one can observe that the line is almost in
the diagonal. This means that both series are quite aligned
although not completely.

Figure 4 shows the diagram of the Rabiner Juang Step
Pattern of this DTW algorithm application for calculating the
similarity between two normal usages of SCs. In particular,
we used the Family VI and subtype ‘‘c’’ of this step pattern,
which has several families and subtypes. This step patterns
shows the matching model of indexes between the two time
series about SCs usage over the hours. One can observe that
the differences of indexes are in the range between minus
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FIGURE 4. Diagram of the Rabiner Juang Step Pattern between two
normal usages of smart cupboards.

FIGURE 5. Formula of the Rabiner Juang Step Pattern between two
normal usages of smart cupboards.

three to zero. This means that the best association did not
have greater differences of three hours. This is reasonable as
people have meals at different times depending on them.

Figure 5 presents the recursive-relation formula of this
step pattern. This formula represents how both series were
matched, indicating which index distances were used when
finding the minimum distance between both series. They
show the relative distances to the increasing indexes of the
algorithm. One can observe that the matching had distances
between minus three and zero, revealing that most meals
between both usages were taken with a difference of three
hours as maximum.

We simulated a realistic perception-layer magnetic attack
on a SC, and Figure 6 presents a comparison between an
example of the hacked SC events and another example from a
non-attacked SC. This figure contains both series of numbers
of door events per hour. It also includes points matching
between both series with dotted lines provided by the DTW
algorithm as the minimum distance-summatching preserving
the order. One can observe that shapes of both series are quite
different from each other.

In this example, the DTW distance was 97 door events in a
day, and consequently a 4.04 door events per hour in average.
This high value confirms that both shapes were detected as
much different than in the previous case, as we observed in
the graphical comparison.

FIGURE 6. DTW comparison of time series with a smart cupboard
attacked magnetically.

FIGURE 7. Costs extracted by DTW when for the smart cupboard with the
magnetic attack.

In addition, Figure 7 shows the resulting costs matrix
with the minimum value from the application of the DTW
algorithm for calculating the similarity between the attacked
SC and another example of reliable SC. It is worth noting
that the association of minimum weights is more varied
(i.e. more different from the diagonal) than in the previous
case. The alignment of indexes of both series are not so far
from the diagonal, but is much different than in the previous
case. In fact, peaks of normal usages are associatedwithmany
values of the series from the attacked SC.

We also extracted the Rabiner Juang Pattern obtained from
this comparison between the attacked SC and normal usage.
The results of the matching index distances were the same as
in the comparison between the two normal usages of SCs.
This means that the alignment between both series were
similar. However the total distance value was different, which
was 4.04 instead of 0.96 as in the previous case. The similar
alignment can be explained because the attacks also also
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FIGURE 8. Distances to corpus of normal SCs and attacked SCs.

increased the number of events in meals, so the sum of events
was higher in meal hours than in no-meal hours, and the
minimum distance was obtained with a similar alignment
to the one without attacks. However, the high difference
in series distances reveals the perpetrated perception-layer
attacks.

We simulated 1000 examples of realistic SC attacks,
by applying different sequences of magnetic alterations
increasing the number of door openings over a realistic nor-
mal SC signal. We also simulated 1000 realistic simula-
tions of normal SC signals by considering three big meals
(i.e. breakfast, lunch and dinner) at the common Spanish
hours (i.e. 8 h, 14 h and 21 h) and two in-between optional
small meals at common Spanish hours (i.e. 11 h and 17 h),
all of which with random alterations of ±1h. We simulated
each in-between meal with a probability of 50% of taking
place. We simulated the number of door events in big meals
with stochastic values between 2 and 20, and the number of
door events in actually occurring small meals with stochastic
values between 1 and 6.

Figure 8 presents the results of the distances of the series
of each simulation to a small corpus of three prototype series,
considering the nearest neighbor. The distance values can
be clearly distinguished between the two different categories
(i.e. either with attack or not), although some few values
of both categories overlapped in a small range of values.
These results advocate that the novelty detector is useful for
distinguishing normal usages from attacked SCs

Figure 9 shows the frequencies of the distances to the
corpus in both cases. The overlapped cases are only around an
average distance of 2.35 events/hour with a range of ±0.25.
However, most of the cases are distinguishable. This analysis
of frequencies helped us to detect the right ranges to distin-
guish normal usages and attacked SCs to be incorporated in
the novelty detector. We could also detect some small ranges
of uncertainty.

FIGURE 9. Absolute frequencies of distances of normal SCs and attacked
SCs to corpus.

TABLE 3. Classification results in attacked SCs.

We applied the novelty detector with distance thresholds
of 2.10 for classifying as normal cases and 2.60 for
classifying as attacks in a new set of 1000 simulated attacks
and 1000 simulated normal usages. Table 3 presents the
classification results of the novelty detector when analyzing
series from attacked SCs, and Figure 10 graphically shows
these results with a circle chart. Most attacks were properly
detected (i.e. 95.5%), and very few of these were wrongly
classified as normal (0.30%). The remaining ones were clas-
sified as unknown. These few wrongly classified cases may
be due to the fact that these random alterations on sensor
inputs may have similar shapes to normal usages by chance.

Table 4 indicates the classification results when applying
the novelty detector to the input series from normal usages.
Figure 11 shows these classification results of normal SCs in
a circle chart. One can observe that most cases were properly
classified (96.5%), while the remaining ones where classi-
fied as unknown. The normal usages were never wrongly
classified as attacks in this experimentation, but users with
exceptional changes on the SC usage may look as attacks
eventually in further experimentation in the future.

V. DISCUSSION
The appropriate classifications results have probably been
obtained, thanks to the selection of both the analyzed time
series and DTW distance for calculating similarity. Notice
that although the difference in the number of door events
per meal can be quite different in normal usages, the average
difference is smoothed thanks to all the hours in which the
SC is not used, like during the night and between meals,
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FIGURE 10. Results of the novelty detector when classifying attacked SCs.

TABLE 4. Classifying results of normal SCs.

with commonly zero door openings in the case of normal
usage. Notice that the specific times of the meals in different
users barely influences the differences, given the nature of
DTWdistance, which is mainly aimed at comparing the shape
rather than the paired values of each individual hour of the
day.

Perception-layer attacks usually have very few slots of zero
values on sensors, because they normally introduce fake per-
ceptions so that real perceptions are disguised, and the whole
information becomes worthless, for the difficulty of distin-
guishing real from fake perceptions. A key of the success of
the proposed approach is this feature of this kind of attacks,
since these fake perceptions reduce almost completely the
in-between intervals with zero perceptions. Consequently,
this significantly altered the shapes of time series, which
were properly detected as anomalies by our proposed novelty
detector. This applies to different kinds of smart furniture.
For instance, door magnetic sensors of SCs can be easily
attacked by new magnetic fields, but are difficult to suppress
other magnetic fields. In fact, existing physical magnetic
attacks on automobiles use the creation of magnetic fields
rather than inhibition. For example, [15] analyzed automo-
bile attacks that interfered on antilock braking systems and
caused life-threatening situations based on perception-layer

FIGURE 11. Results of the novelty detector in classifying normal SCs.

attacks on the magnetic sensors that measured wheel speed.
Moreover, the same applies to load sensors of smart beds,
in which perception-layer attacks would be probably intro-
duced by pressing load sensors, as a total inhibition of these
sensors would also be easily detected. This aligns with the lit-
erature on perception-layer attacks based on load sensors. For
instance, load sensors are also integrated in critical systems
in automobiles such as for operating on brakes [23]. In these
cases, detecting fake loads is crucial for security.

It is worth highlighting that all the accuracy measures are
represented for the analysis of each single day. Therefore,
although 4.20% of the attacks cannot be classified on the
first day and 0.30% of the attacks are wrongly classified as
normal usages, these attacks may be detected on the next day.
Hence, probably all attacks will be eventually detected if they
are not detected on the first day. These first-day unperceived
attacks are especially probable to be detected eventually if
they have any stochastic component as most physical attacks,
which make the input time series vary regularly. Even if the
magnetic alterations of the attacks are not so variable, they
can also be detected in combinationwith different user behav-
iors resulting in different time series. For example, users may
change their cooking habits in different days, like over the
weekend.

Given the relatively low probability of suffering magnetic
perception-layer attacks, we calibrated the system to avoid
unnecessary alerting the user with normal usages. We also
added a new possible output (referred as unknown clas-
sification) of the system for uncertain classifications,
i.e. the overlapping ranges of similarity between normal
usages and attacks. This unknown classification also referred
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as ’impossible to classify’ output by other authors is quite
common in classification and authentication literature. For
example, frequently facial-authentication applications nei-
ther can verify or reject a person identity if they are not
able to properly detect the faces [24]. In our experimental
results, we observed that all the normal usages were classified
either as normal usages (96.5% of the cases) or as unknown
(i.e. 3.50% of the cases), but none of the normal usages was
wrongly classified as an attack. In this manner, according to
these results, users would not be unnecessarily alerted of false
perception-layer attacks.

The proposed application detects attacks by analyzing long
time series of 24 hours. However, in practical scenarios,
attack events may happen in short time. In order to deal with
such cases, the proposed approach could analyze short-time
intervals depending on the domain, to detect short-duration
attacks.

The problem of analyzing attacks after a long-time history
is that when one realizes that has been attacked, the attack
has already been perpetrated. To detect attacks in real-time,
the proposed approach can be adapted to perform predictions
of the next value based on the history and compare the current
valuewith the next one predicted. In this way, attacks could be
detected immediately. However, accuracy may decrease as in
this case it would only be considering previous history and not
following data. For applying this improvement, the similarity
of the current series should be compared with time series until
the same hour of the day, and then calculate a range of rea-
sonable values. Then, the new value would be compared with
the mentioned range to detect anomalies and consequently
possible attacks.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work has presented a novel security approach for
providing defenses against perception-layer attacks on IoT
smart pieces of furniture. This approach has used DTW
similarity for comparing input time series from specific sen-
sor inputs for identifying anomalies with a novelty detector,
previously trained from real normal data and some real-
istic potential perception-layer attacks. We illustrated this
approach in the scenario of a SC with door magnetic sensors
attacked with magnetic field variations for altering the per-
ception of door events. The experimental results have shown
the performance in identifying perception layer attacks and
not unnecessarily warning the user on normal usages of the
SC. More concretely in the experiments, none of the normal
usages was classified as an attack, although 3.50% were not
able to be validated. In addition, 95.5% of the perception
layer attacks were properly identified, 4.20% of the attacks
were not classified, and only 0.30% was wrongly classified
as normal usages. Each of these statistics was performed per
day of analysis. In several days, all the attacks will probably
be identified if they are not detected in the first day.

In the future, the proposed approach is planned to be
experienced with other IoT smart pieces of furniture and
electrical appliances such as smart beds and smart fridges.

In addition, we plan to incorporate different security defenses
in SCs and test them against other kinds of realistic attacks
so our SCs are ready for commercialization and assistance of
impaired people in real life.
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